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RE: Pacific Power' s Transition to Smart Meters in Jackson County
Dear Chair Decker:
Thank you for your letter dated July 18, 2018, in response to our letter dated July 5, 2018, in regard to the
issue of smart meter installations by Pacific Power in Jackson County. We appreciate the information on
the Public Utility Commission ' s process to authorize the use of smart meters by Pacific Power. However,
our citizens continue to present their concerns to us, concerns which we share.
While the Public Utility Commission (PUC) followed the legal requirements for the approval of installation
of smart meters by Pacific Power, our citizens have made numerous complaints to us that Pacific Power's
roll-out process has lacked similar transparency. At a recent meeting of our Board of Commissioners,
representatives of Pacific Power stated that the roll-out process included numerous notifications to our
citizens that the smart meters would be installed, and the process to opt-out of that installation. However,
many of our citizens have commented to our Board that they did not receive such notifications, and that the
first notice they had that a smart meter was being installed was a service worker installing the meter. Further,
our citizens have also commented to us that when they did provide Pacific Power adequate notice of opting
out of the installation of the smart meter, Pacific Power installed a smart meter anyway. As part of the
PUC' s regulatory authority over Pacific Power, we would request that the PUC investigate as to whether
or not Pacific Power is properly following its notification requirements and properly complying with
customers' opt-out notifications. If Pacific Power is failing to comply, we request that the PUC take any
and all appropriate action it deems reasonable.
Additionally, during the course of our weekly meetings, our citizens have brought issues to our attention
relating to the approval authorizing the installation of smart meters by Pacific Power. First, our citizens
allege that during the PUC's approval process, they and other third party experts on the safety and design
of smart meters were not permitted to provide testimony or evidence. If this was the case, we would strongly
encourage the PUC to reopen its proceedings and consider all evidence related to the decision to authorize
the installation of smart meters. Second, our citizens have stated that New Mexico's Public Utility
Commission rejected authorizing the use of smart meters in that state. If New Mexico rejected the use of
smart meters, did the PUC consider the reasons behind New Mexico ' s rejection in its approval for Pacific
Power to install smart meters? We, and our citizens, would like to know how two regulatory bodies with
similar authority and jurisdiction came to such opposite conclusions.
Finally, we appreciate the PU C' s decision to authorize Pacific Power to not charge the initial opt-out fee to
customers who chose not to have a smart meter installed. However, during the course of our meetings, our
citizens stated that Pacific Power has, for years, had alternatives to monthly meter readings which would
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reduce the cost of a customer' s ongoing opting out of the installation of a smart meter. ln fact,
representatives of Pacific Power stated that, by current administrative rule, Pacific Power is only obligated
to physically read the meter every four months. If that is the case, Pacific Power could reduce the monthly
expense to only $9.00 per month for those opting out of the installation of a smart meter, simply by
following the law as it currently applies to meter reading. Another option presented by our citizens include
that each customer who has opted-out, provide a photograph of the meter and, send that to Pacific Power
thereby eliminating the need for any meter readers, which would likely satisfy the administrative rule that
the meter be physically read. Yet another option, which at least one citizen stated has been the current
practice for years is that once a month, citizens receive a postcard from Pacific Power onto which the
customer writes the meter reading, and sends it back to Pacific Power. If that citizen opts out of a smart
meter installation, there should be no need for that citizen ' s meter to be read on a monthly basis, when that
has not been the practice for years prior to the smart meter roll-out. As you can see, there are numerous
other options, all of which would comply with Pacific Power' s obligations as a utility, and some of which
have been the current practice, thereby significantly reducing the penalty to a customer who opts out of a
smart meter installation. The PUC should consider and approve these options to lessen the burden, and
disincentive that the $36.00 per month charge has on people who want to opt-out of a smart meter.

Sincerely,

JACKSON COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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